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"Ouch " Because everyone gets boo-boos, here are tips on basic first aid and eighty-five vinyl

stickers -- so you can take care of them yourself Pleace these colorful bandages on the boo-booos

or on "any" of the knees, elbows, fingers, or toes in this book that may need a little extra care
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I bought this book a long time ago for my little girl, then about 2 1/2. She loved putting the reusable

stickers (like colorforms) on all the boo boos. Just recently she suddenly remembered it and went

looking for it again! Had to search all over to find where it was buried...defintly worth every penny!

Going to get another since some of the stickers are now missing of course!

My 2 1/2 yr old daughter loves band-aids and stickers, so this book is the perfect combination to

keep her occupied when we're standing in line somewhere, staying quiet in a meeting, or staying

occupied at church. It's smaller than I thought it'd be, but that's ok since it fits in the diaper bag well.

I absolutely love that the band-aid stickers are vinyl because I think "reusable" stickers are the

biggest joke. (Vinyl clings are truly reusable!) There are plenty of band-aid stickers that come with

the book, so you don't have to worry about losing them. I agree with one reviewer that it'd be fun if

they had vinyl stickers for antibiotic ointment and other first aid things (esp since the book describes

how to clean a wound using such products), but I guess keeping it simple keeps the cost down. I

also wish that there were more pages with kids who have "boo-boos" because it doesn't take long to



put band-aids on everyone. Plus, it'd be nice to have a "medicine cabinet" page to store all the

unused band-aids. But really, these are minor complaints because this is a fun book to keep your

preschooler occupied. Just realize the band-aid vinyls are small (and some are very small), so if

your child likes to put things in his/her mouth, this book is not for you! (Definitely a choking hazard.)

Good for the price I suppose.LOVED that the stickers are vinyl (don't recall reading that in the

descript but I might have missed that). The pages are perfect for the stickers, just like the old school

sticker books I had in the 80's and can't find any of LOL.DD got bored with it though because all it

does have are bandaids to put on the characters. Would have been nice to have other first aid items

to use like bandages, maybe a picture of a cast, some ointment, etc to really explain how we get

hurt and how we can fix it. But no, just bandaids here.
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